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Abstract 
The purpose of this project was to examine the applicability of using 3D scanning, CAD 
modelling software and Finite Element Analysis (FEA) in the automotive industry to redesign 
interior components. The following report has examined this innovative process by redesigning 
the centre console of a client’s 1969 Chevrolet Camaro.  
The background literature presented an insight into the historical development of the Chevrolet 
Camaro as well as providing an overview of several custom-built and modern interior car 
designs. Prior to beginning the design stage, a comprehensive risk analysis was also conducted 
to identify the scheduling, finance, design, manufacturing and occupation health and safety 
(OHS) risks associated with the project.  
The 3D interior scan provided an accurate representation of the vehicle’s overall geometry 
using a Faro Arm 3D scanner. By converting this scan into a CAD file, the centre console design 
was continually modified and improved in Autodesk Inventor in consultation with the client. 
This iterative process ensured that the design met the functional and aesthetic requirements set 
by the client at the commencement of the project. 
A stress and FEA was conducted on the final design to ensure that the centre console could 
withstand the maximum loading conditions during operation. For the purpose of this analysis, 
it was assumed that the material properties for the centre console (randomly oriented glass-fibre 
composite) were homogeneous and isotropic when examining the Von Mises stress. The largest 
maximum Von Mises stress of 16,856MPa was initially found to be greater than the yield stress 
for glass-fibre reinforced composites and therefore, the centre console was expected to fail 
under the applied loading. Upon closer examination of the contour plots however, it was evident 
that the pointed region of high stress could be ignored for the analysis as it would be removed 
during manufacturing to become a flat surface. The maximum displacement of 35.70mm was 
also found to be insignificant in comparison to the size of the centre console. For this reason, it 
was concluded that the final centre console design could withstand the worst-case loading 
conditions. 
In the future it is recommended that the client (or a future thesis student) considers the 
following: 
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 Heat and vibration testing on the centre console design,
 A stress and FEA analysis with all three interior components assembled together (i.e.
centre console combined with the dashboard and door panels),
 Building a 3D prototype using a 3D printer to ensure all components integrate together,
 Static analysis to examine the effect on the centre console when the vehicle moves in a
forward, backward, left and right direction,
 Machining the mould into wood And;
 Using glass-fibre reinforced composites as the manufacturing material.
By analysing the outcomes of this thesis project, it is evident that the use of 3D scanning and 
CAD modelling software provides a feasible solution when redesigning the interior components 
of old vehicles. This innovative method overcomes the extensive labour and lack of precision 
inherent in the current process which normally involves sketching, metalworking, trim fitting 
and the use of card templates. Therefore, it is recommended that similar processes be 
implemented throughout the automotive industry in the near future.  
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Project Background 
A client approached The University of Queensland (UQ) in late 2015 and requested that 
his 1969 Chevrolet Camaro be redesigned with a modern interior. As shown in Figure 1, the 
1969 Camaro has an original chassis but has been slightly modified to allow for the addition 
of a larger engine and the placement of its wheels closer to the vehicle’s centre. The vehicle’s 
interior components have also been removed so that only the steering column, electrical 
wiring, foot pedals and other essential structural components remain (i.e. roll bar) (Figure 2). 
 Figure 2: Interior of Client's Vehicle 
As shown in the UQ project brief in Appendix A, this thesis project involves the design of three 
interior components; the dashboard (Alex Leigh), centre console (Lachlan Thompson) and 
door panels (Aarash Majoo). There are several companies currently in the market who 
Figure 1: Exterior of Client's 1969 Chevrolet Camaro 
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specialise in the restoration and custom build of similar vehicles through hand craftsmanship. 
As mentioned in the brief (Appendix A), this project will apply an alternative process by using 
both 3D scanning and CAD modelling software to design the vehicle’s interior components. 
1.2 Client Information 
The design of the interior components will be made in consultation with the client and owner 
of the vehicle, David Elliot. Initially an electrician by trade, David has gained extensive 
experience working for several large American car companies including Boyd Coddington, 
FUSE Design, Marquez Design and the Roadster Shop. A highlight in David’s career was 
working on the Tunning Charger which debuted at SEMA in 2014 (Figure 3) and the Dodge 
Charger that was presented the 2014 Ridler Award for the “best in show” (Figure 4) (Roadster 
Shop 2016) (Schreiber 2014).  
David is now an employee at a large company in Brisbane who specialises in the repair of 
high-end accident-damaged European vehicles.  
1.3 Contents of Report 
Table 1 outlines the various sections contained within this thesis report.  
Figure 3: Tunning Charger debut at SEMA 
(Roadster Shop 2016) 
Figure 4: Ridler Award Winner 2014 
(Schreiber 2014) 
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Table 1: Contents of Report
Section Topic Description 
2 Client Design Requirements Outlines the client’s expectations for the centre console design 
3 Project Goals and Objectives Explains the purpose and rationale behind completing the 
project.  
4 Project Scope Identifies the aspects which remain in and out of scope for the 
project. 
5 Methodology Summarises the seven main stages involved in the completion 
of the project. 
6 Main Stages in Project Plan Identifies a timeframe for the completion of the seven stages to 
ensure the project remains on schedule. 
7 Literature Review 
Offers an insight into the historical development of the 
Chevrolet Camaro as well as providing an analysis of several 
custom-built and modern interior car designs. 
8 Risk Management 
Provides a comprehensive analysis of the scheduling, finance, 
design, manufacturing and occupational health and safety 
(OHS) risks associated with the project. 
9 Detailed Design Process 
Includes an explanation of the 3D scanning process as well as 
showing the progression of the centre console design from an 
initial concept sketch to the final design. 
10 Stress Analysis and FEA 
Model 
Identifies six worst-case loading conditions and examines the 
maximum Von Mises stress and displacement under each 
loading condition to determine whether the design will fail.  
11 Final CAD Design Presents a technical drawing and shows how the final design 
integrates with the dashboard.   
12 Conclusions and 
Recommendations 
Provides a conclusion on the applicability of using 3D scanning 
and CAD software in the automotive industry and recommends 
work that needs to be done on the client’s 1969 Camaro in the 
future.  
2 Client Design Requirements 
To exceed the client’s design expectations, it was important to clarify David’s requirements at 
the beginning of the project. Table 2 summarises the client’s expectations for the design of the 
centre console. 
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Table 2: Design Requirements 
Design Feature Requirement 
Integration The design of the centre console should consider how it will be integrated with the other 
interior components and with the existing shape of the Camaro. 
Aesthetic 
Appeal 
The design should resemble an Italian supercar: 
 The interior flow and curves should give the impression of speed, not luxury,
 Should be styled like the Bugatti Gran Turismo and the Pagani Huayra (see
Section 7.3.1 and Section 7.3.3),
 The driver’s side should be styled like a fighter-jet to give the impression of
speed (Toyota FT-1 in Section 7.3.2),
 The centre console should curve upwards towards the rear of the vehicle And;
 The interior design should reflect the exterior shape and styling of the vehicle.
Controls All instruments, gauges, switches and display screens have been chosen by the client and 
must be incorporated into the design. 
Other 
Considerations 
 Ease of installation and manufacture,
 Symmetry of interior components including all instruments and gauges And;
 Body positioning (i.e. to allow sight through the steering wheel).
3 Project Goals and Objectives 
The overall goal of this project is to examine the feasibility of using 3D Scanning and CAD 
modelling software in the restoration of old vehicles. This will be achieved by evaluating the 
success in designing the dashboard, centre console and door panels of the client’s 1969 Camaro 
using a Faro Arm 3D Scanner, GeoMagic Design program and Autodesk Inventor.  
The classic and show car industry typically uses hand measurements and manual tooling in the 
restoration of old vehicles. The use of 3D scanning and CAD software has the potential to 
reduce engineering time and improve design accuracy. By analysing the outcomes of this 
project, conclusions can be drawn as to whether similar methods can be used in the restoration 
and design of other vehicles in the automotive industry in the future. 
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4 Project Scope 
After identifying the design requirements and the aims and objectives, the technical scope for 
the project was determined (Table 3). 
Table 3: Technical Project Scope 
In Scope Out of Scope 
Client’s 1969 Chevrolet Camaro Other vehicles in the automotive industry 
Detailed design of the centre console Design of other interior components and integration 
with other components 
parts of the vehicle3D scanning of entire interior geometry 3D canning of th  exterior shell 
CAD design of the centre console in Autodesk 
Inventor 
Use of other CAD programs to design the centre 
console 
FEA and stress analysis of  the centre console in 
Autodesk Inventor  
FEA and stress analysis of interior components using 
other programs  
Material selection for centre console Material selection for other interior components 
Technical drawing of final centre console design 3D prototype of interior components using a 3D 
printer 
Recommended manufacturing process for interior 
components 
Actual manufacture of the interior components 
Risk Management Plan for the project Risk Management Plan for future work on the project 
Evaluation of 3D scanning and CAD modelling 
process for the restoration of client’s 1969 Camaro 
Evaluation of  3D  scanning  and  CAD  modelling 
process  for restoration of all vehicle’s in the industry 
This report will specifically examine the design of the centre console with the dashboard and 
door panel designs considered out of scope (i.e. to be designed by other thesis students). For 
this reason, the literature review in Section 7 will also focus on the design of the centre console. 
5 Methodology 
As stated in Section 3, the process for the design and construction of show cars typically 
involves sketching, using card templates, metalworking and finally trim fitting. While this 
process has proven to be effective, the accuracy and flexibility of the design is often 
compromised. For this reason, a more modern design approach that uses both 3D scanning and 
CAD modelling will be used to design the centre console as shown in Table 4 (Appendix B). 
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Table 4: Major Stages in the Camaro Project 
Stage Task Description 
1 Literature Review 
Analysis of the Chevrolet brand, modern c a r  designs, current show 
car companies as well as examining the manufacturing process and 
material to be used. 
2 Interior Geometry 
Scan 
Use of a Faro Arm 3D Scanner to conduct a full interior scan of the 
client’s Camaro including the chassis, firewall and doors. This will be 
done in UQ’s Advanced Engineering Building in collaboration with 
UQ Workshop staff (Mark Lynne) and will take approximately three 
days to complete. 
3 Conversion of Scan 
into CAD files 
The small 3D scans taken in stage 2 will be combined and converted into 
CAD format to allow the car’s geometry to be opened in Autodesk 
Inventor. This process will be completed with UQ Workshop staff 
(Mark Lynne and Ian Daniel). 
4 Design of Interior 
Components 
Students will work on the CAD files to design the dashboard (Alex Leigh), 
centre console   (Lachlan   Thompson)   and   door   panels   (Aarash 
Majoo) in collaboration with the client. 
5 Client Feedback and 
Design Iteration 
The final centre console design will be adjusted in accordance with the 
client’s requests prior to the design being finalised.  
6 FEA and Stress 
Analysis 
This stage involves applying the worst-case loading conditions to the 
model to ensure that the design will not fail under fatigue or plastic 
deformation. The stress and FEA will be conducted in Autodesk 
Inventor.  
7 Recommendations 
A manufacturing plan will be developed for future thesis students 
including a recommendation on the process and material that should be 
used.  
6 Main Stages in Project Plan 
To ensure that each stage in Section 5 was completed on schedule, a project plan was 
developed. The key tasks and resources involved in each stage are summarised in Table 5. 
By adhering to this schedule it ensured that the design was completed on time and exceeded 
the client’s expectations. 
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Table 5: Key Project Stages and Milestones 
# Stage Required Resources Predicted 
Date 
1 Literature Review  Client and internet research 30/04/16 
2 Interior Geometry Scan  3D Faro Arm Scanner, UQ Workshop
Staff, Dr. Luigi Vandi, Team
01/03/16 
3 Conversion of Scan to 
CAD files 
 UQ Workshop staff, GeoMagic
Design Program
15/04/16 
4 Design of Interior 
Components 
 Autodesk Inventor, Luigi Vandi,
Team, Autodesk Inventor
03/06/16 
5 Client Feedback and 
Iteration 
 Autodesk Inventor, Client, Luigi
Vandi, Team
01/09/16 
6 FEA and Stress 
Analysis 
 Autodesk Inventor, Team 30/09/16 
7 Recommendations  Individual, Dr. Luigi Vandi 07/10/16 
Note: ‘Team’ refers to collaboration with the other thesis students involved with the project – Alex Leigh and Aarash Majoo 
7 Literature Review 
As shown in Section 5, the first stage in the design process involves an analysis of the Chevrolet 
brand, existing restoration projects and modern interior car designs. This provides a range of 
ideas for the centre console design as well helping to clarify the client’s needs and expectations.  
7.1 Chevrolet Camaro 
7.1.1 First Generation Chevrolet Camaro – 1967-69 
The Chevrolet Camaro was first designed in 1966 as a competing model to the Ford Mustang 
(Holder & Kunz 1995). The client’s 1969 Camaro is known as a first generation model with its 
various design benefits shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Exterior Design of client's Chevrolet Camaro (Doran 2015) 
The standard 1969 Camaro interior shown in Figure 6 presents a simplistic design that lacks 
the use of curved surfaces and intricate details outlined by the client in Section 2. In particular, 
the centre console does not ‘flow’ into the dashboard and remains flat as it extends towards the 
rear of the vehicle. For this reason, this simplistic interior will only be used as a benchmark from 
which the design can be improved. 
Figure 6: Basic Interior of 1969 Camaro (The Hog Ring 2015) 
7.1.2 Fifth Generation Chevrolet Camaro – 2010-15 
After an eight-year absence of Camaro’s on the market, the fifth generation design aimed to 
incorporate the heritage of the iconic ‘69 model with the innovation of modern technology 
(Carscoops 2015). As shown in Figure 7, many of the exterior design benefits of the fifth 
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generation model are similar to those found in the first generation Camaro (Figure 5) as they 
both incorporate character lines, wide fenders, bulge hoods, tail lamps and wide grilles (Doran 
2015). 
Figure 7: Design Benefits of Fifth Generation Camaro (Doran 2015) 
The significant difference between the two models is the advancement in the interior design, 
including the dashboard, centre console and door panels (Figure 8) (Doran 2015). The recent 
advancements in manufacturing technologies have allowed modern interior components to be 
designed with curved surfaces and more complex geometries. However, the design in Figure 
8 does not meet the client’s requirements as the centre console fails to curve upwards towards 
the rear of the vehicle and does not flow into the dashboard.  
 Figure 8: Interior of a Fifth-Generation Camaro (The Hog Ring 2015) 
Body-side crease returns – 
sculpture to the design 
Rear fender kick-up – 
muscular character 
Power bulge hood – 
reminiscent of the first-
generation “induction hood” 
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7.2 Previous Restorations 
There are a number of companies currently in the market who specialise in the restoration and 
custom build of vehicles. This section will discuss the restoration of three such vehicles and 
analyse their suitability for application in this project. 
7.2.1 1970 Camaro Nova 
Figures 9-11 show the interior and exterior of a 1967 Camaro Nova redesigned by Miranda 
Built which received the 2014 Detroit AutoRama Ridler Great 8 Award (Miranda Built, 
2014). While the door panel design coincides with the client’s requirements, the centre 
console in Figure 10 gives the impression of luxury, not speed. Several modifications would 
need to be made to satisfy the client’s requirements, including integrating the centre console 
seamlessly with the dashboard, making the centre console curve upwards towards the rear 
of the vehicle and adding ‘fighter-jet’ like styling. 
Figure 9: Exterior of a '67 Nova (Miranda Built 2014) 
Figure 10: Interior of a '67 Nova (Miranda Built 2014)  Figure 11: Door of a '67 Nova (Miranda Built 2014) 
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7.2.2 1967 Camaro 
Another project undertaken by Miranda Built was the redesign of the 1967 Camaro shown in 
Figures 12-15. The interior components have been reshaped with more complex geometries and 
curved surfaces in comparison to the original ‘69 model shown in Figures 5 and 6. Once again 
however, this Camaro fails to satisfy several of the client’s design requirements, such as the 
centre console curving up towards the rear of the vehicle and the seamless integration between 
the centre console and dashboard. 
Figure 12: '67 Camaro Exterior (Miranda Built 2014)  Figure 13: '67 Camaro Interior (Miranda Built 2014) 
Figure 14: '67 Camaro Door (Miranda Built 2014)  Figure 15: '67 Camaro Console (Miranda Built 2014) 
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7.2.3 1968 Dodge Charger 
The 1968 Dodge Charger shown in Figures 16-17 was built by The Roadster Shop and debuted 
at the 2014 SEMA show (Roadster Shop 2016). While the centre console design fails to meet 
several of the requirements discussed in Section 2, the client expressed interest in the interior 
design due to its sharp styling and geometry. For this reason, this particular design can be used 
as a starting point from which the centre console design can be developed.   
7.3 Modern Interior Car Designs 
Since the release of the first generation Camaro in 1969, there has been a significant 
advancement in the functional and aesthetic design of a vehicle’s dashboard, centre console 
and door panels. This section will analyse the interior design of several vehicles identified by 
the client as possible design solutions.  
7.3.1 Bugatti Gran Turismo Vision 
The interior geometry of the Bugatti Gran Turismo was identified by the client as being 
representative of the required overall design. The client highlighted the integration of the 
dashboard, centre console and door panels through the use of curved surfaces as well as the 
simplistic nature of the design (Figures 18-19) (Elliot 2016). Furthermore, it was emphasised 
how the centre console curved upwards towards the rear of the vehicle to give the impression 
of speed, not luxury (Figure 19) and that the dashboard display should be easily visible to the 
driver (Figure 18) (Elliot 2016). 
Figure 16: Exterior of 1968 Dodge Charger 
(Scherr 2014) 
Figure 17: Interior of 1968 Dodge Charger 
(Scherr 2014) 
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7.3.2 Toyota FT-1 
The client also highlighted the design of the Toyota FT-1 as it satisfies many of the 
requirements discussed in Section 2 (Elliot 2016). As shown in Figure 20-21, the Toyota 
FT-1 not only integrates the dashboard with the centre console but also gives the impression 
of speed through its ‘fighter-jet’ styling on the driver’s side of the vehicle. Furthermore, the 
design focuses on the driver experience and has a centre console which curves upwards 
towards the rear of the vehicle. The interior design also reflects the exterior impression of 
‘speed,’ which is one of the design requirements identified by the client (Figure 20).   
Figure 21: Driver's side of Toyota FT-1 (Owusu 2014) 
Figure 18: Driver's side of Bugatti Gran Turismo Vision 
(CarBodyDesign 2016)
Figure 19: Interior of Bugatti Gran Turismo Vision 
(CarBodyDesign 2016) 
Curved surfaces of 
interior components 
Console curves up 
towards the rear of 
the vehicle  
Dashboard display 
easily visible  
Dashboard ‘flows’ 
into console  
Figure 20: Toyota FT-1 Exterior (Owusu 2014) 
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7.3.3 Pagani 730s Huayra 
The Pagani 730s Huayra was highlighted by the client to explain how the gauges could be 
positioned on the dashboard (Figure 22). While this design is feasible, the gauges may also be 
placed on the centre of the dashboard or may be positioned on the centre console itself (Elliot 
2016). As mentioned in Section 2, the gauges have already been selected by the client and thus, 
must be incorporated into the centre console design.   
Figure 22: Interior of Pagani 730s Huayra (RUFLYF 2016) 
7.4 Modern Technology in Automotive Industry 
7.4.1 Eagle – Great Britain 
This automotive company is one such business which is incorporating modern technology into 
their vehicle restorations. The business usually obtains 1960’s and 1970’s Jaguars and restores 
their interior components using modern technology (i.e. CAD software). Figures 23-24 show 
the restoration of a 1974 Series 3 V12 Roadster which was redesigned by Eagle and resold for 
£245,000. This company demonstrates the effectiveness of using modern technology to 
redesign interior components.  
Gauges on Dashboard 
Separation 
between dash 
and console 
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7.5 Manufacturing Process and Material 
The following section provides a recommendation to the client regarding the ideal method and 
material that should be used for manufacturing the interior components. The properties of this 
manufacturing material were required for the stress and FEA in Section 10. 
7.5.1 Manufacturing 
In the automotive industry, a vehicle’s interior components are often manufactured by 
computerised numerical control (CNC) milling, fibreglass forming, blow-moulding or 
injection-moulding.  
Blow moulding (extrusion, injection or injection-stretch) is a manufacturing technique which 
is often used in the automotive industry to form hollow plastic parts. After placing plastic into 
an extruder, the mould is injected with air and allowed to form as the hot plastic expands and 
the mould freezes (Figure 25). Injection moulding is another manufacturing process which is 
often used as it is a relatively cheap and time efficient way to produce mass consumables (Ryan 
2015). As shown in Figure 26, injection moulding uses a reciprocating screw to force molten 
plastic through a barrel and into a mould cavity where it is cooled and formed into the desired 
shape (Ryan 2015). 
Figure 24: Interior of 1974 Series 3 V12 Roadster 
(Eagle 2014) 
Figure 23: Exterior of 1974 Series 3 V12 Roadster 
(Eagle 2014) 
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        Figure 25: Extrusion Blow Moulding 
     (Encyclopaedia 2016) 
           Figure 26: Injection Moulding Process (Ryan 2009) 
For the purpose of this project, it is advised that the mould be machined into wood using 
the final CAD design of each component. This will overcome the large costs associated with 
using an injection or blow moulding facility and the expense of a plastic injection mould. 
7.5.2 Material 
The automotive industry is currently pushing towards designing vehicles that have high fuel 
efficiency and low emissions (Prasad 2015). It is generally accepted in the automotive field 
that fibre-reinforced composites are an ideal material for interior components because they 
weigh up to 50% less than other auto-manufacturing materials and can be formed into a wide 
variety of shapes to meet the required design (Nickels 2016). 
Glass-fibre reinforced composites are widely used in the automotive industry due to their high 
specific strength and specific stiffness. As shown in Figure 27, a composite material consist 
of two phases; a matrix phase (resin) which surrounds the other phase, known as the 
reinforcement phase (Fibre Glast Corporation 2015). The reinforcement material carries the 
majority of the load and thus, will dominate the physical properties of the composite (Fibre 
Glast Corporation 2015).  
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Figure 27: Structure of Reinforced Composites (Ryan 2010) 
For this project, it is proposed that randomly oriented glass-fibre reinforced composites be used 
for all three interior components (Deogona & Chawla 2013). In this way, Von Mises stress can 
be used in Section 10, as it can be assumed that the material is homogenous.  
7.6 3D Printing 
While considered out of scope for this project (Table 3), it is recommended that a 3D prototype 
of the interior components be made prior to manufacturing. This will ensure that all components 
integrate seamlessly together and enable slight modifications to be made to the design. The 
scaled prototype may be formed using a 3D printer available at UQ.  
8. Risk Management
Table 6 summarises the scheduling, finance, design, manufacturing and occupation health and 
safety (OHS) risks associated with the project. The severity of each risk was determined by 
analysing its likelihood and consequence in conjunction with AS4360:2004 – Risk 
Management Matrix (Appendix C) (Risk Management Services 2016). Prevention and 
mitigation strategies have also been proposed in Table 6 to reduce the severity of each risk. 
Matrix Phase – 
Epoxy Resin 
Reinforcement 
Phase 
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Table 6: Risk Assessment Analysis 
Risk 
Category 
Risk Description 
L
ik
el
ih
o
o
d
 
C
o
n
se
q
u
e
n
ce
 
S
ev
er
it
y
 
Prevention and Mitigation Control Residual 
Severity 
Scheduling/ 
Finance 
Funding does not cover the costs of 
workshop staff time meaning 
that scanning is not completed 
Moderate Major E Clarify the budget with the thesis supervisor and Head of School 
at the beginning of the project. 
M 
Illness to team member(s) delays 
the project 
Moderate Moderate H Communicate frequently between project team members and aim 
to finish tasks ahead of schedule (Table 5). 
L 
Non-productive meetings Unlikely Moderate M Hold group meeting in suitable collaborative spaces and at a time 
and date all members can attend. All individuals must be prepared. 
L 
Client withdraws from the project Rare Major H Maintain frequent contact with the client and ensure that all 
requirements are being met. 
L 
Design 
Design does not meet client’s 
requirements (i.e. insufficient leg 
room or poor visibility of gauges) 
Unlikely Major H At the beginning of the project, clearly identify the design 
outcomes required by the client. These should be continually 
updated as the client’s requirements change. 
L 
Machinery limitations for CAD 
design (i.e. slow computers) 
Moderate Major E Work on UQ computers with Autodesk Inventor installed on them in 
the EAIT faculty 
L 
File loss or corruption Unlikely Major H Keep at least three back up files retained at all times (H-drive on 
EAIT computers, USB and Dropbox). 
L 
Centre console breaks when placed 
under operational loads 
Unlikely Major H Conduct a thorough stress and FEA of the centre 
console on Autodesk Inventor under worst-case loading conditions. 
L 
Occupational 
Health and 
Safety 
Eye damage from Faro Arm 3D 
laser scanner 
Rare Catastrophic H Operator of the scanner must be trained and all individuals close-by 
must wear protective eyewear. 
L 
Electrocution during scanning 
process due to exposed wiring 
Rare Catastrophic H Ensure all wiring is safe and away from water before beginning the 
3D scan 
process.
L 
General injury/accident during 
project work 
Unlikely Moderate M All project work should be undertaken in accordance with the 
OHS rules and regulations of the UQ Workshop. 
L 
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9 Detailed Design Process 
9.1 Evaluation of Alternative Approaches 
As mentioned in Section 3, the classic and show car industry typically uses sketching, 
metalworking, trim fitting and card templates to restore old vehicles. These techniques require 
excessive labour time and often result in designs that are inaccurate and lack the required 
precision. The use of 3D scanning, CAD modelling software and structural analysis provides 
an alternative method that has the potential to reduce engineering time and improve design 
accuracy. This section will examine this innovative process from the initial 3D scan and concept 
sketch to the development of a final centre console design. By analysing the outcomes of this 
section, conclusions can be made regarding the applicability of this process for use in the 
automotive industry.   
9.2 3D Scanning and Processing 
To accurately design the vehicle’s dashboard, centre console and door panels, a 3D scan of 
the interior geometry was obtained. This scan was then processed using software and 
developed into a CAD file from which the design could be developed. 
9.2.1 Scanning Process 
The 3D Scanning process was conducted using a Faro Arm 3D Scanner and the associated 
computer software. Firstly, the vehicle was raised onto wooden blocks positioned 
underneath the car so that the car did not displace vertically whilst scanning. Figure 
29 shows the operation of the Faro Arm 3D scanner which uses a laser line probe to collect 
a set of data points on the scanned surface. These points were then converted into the 
software and projected onto the screen to make it easy for the operator to know which 
surfaces had been scanned (Figure 28). The quality of the scan was found to be largely 
dependent on the surrounding conditions in the workshop as the laser line probe struggled 
to detect surfaces that were too reflective. To overcome this difficulty, a cover was placed 
over the car and a powder sprayed onto the interior surfaces (Figure 30). 
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Figure 30: Powder sprayed onto interior surfaces 
9.2.2 Conversion to surfaces and complete Camaro shell 
The GeoMagic Design program was used for this project to reduce noise from the scanned 
files and to create surfaces and shapes. Figure 32 shows the outlier points and parallel lines 
collected from the laser probe in a typical 3D scan of the vehicle. The outlier points represent 
those that do not lie in the same general location as the parallel lines. The GeoMagic program 
functions by recognising surface curvature and removing the outlier points which do not line 
up with the surface approximation. The parallel lines in Figure 32 were combined to form 
surfaces using the ‘Polygon’ feature in GeoMagic (Figure 31). 
Figure 29: Faro Arm 3D Scanner Figure 28: Projection onto computer screen 
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In some cases, the Faro Arm 3D scanner failed to identify more ambiguous geometries. In 
these cases, the shapes were manually created using the Surface Primitives function in 
GeoMagic. For example, a cylindrical shape was manually constructed in Figure 33 on the 
existing surface to replicate the roll bar which the scanner failed to detect.  
Figure 33: GeoMagic used to manually create a cylindrical surface (roll bar) 
The GeoMagic Design program was then used to combine all the scanned surfaces together to 
form a complete interior shell of the Camaro (Figure 34).  
Outlier points 
Parallel Lines 
Figure 32: Typical 3D Scan of Surface Figure 31: Conversion of parallel lines into surface 
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Figure 34: Complete interior shell of the Camaro 
9.2.3  Autodesk Inventor File 
Using the GeoMagic Design program, the scanned files were combined together into the one 
assembly file (Figure 35). The doors and seats were then added to this model (Figure 36 and 
Appendix D). 
Figure 35: Full Interior Scan of Camaro 
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As shown in Figure 37, the 3D scanning process was found to be highly accurate as the scan 
closely correlated with the shape of the client’s Camaro.  
Figure 37: Scan File matching with Camaro body 
9.3 Centre Console Detailed Design 
This section examines the development of the final centre console design from the initial 
concept sketch to the final CAD file presented to the client. While the centre console was 
continually improved throughout the year, this section will discuss three main design iterations. 
This will include a discussion of the design process, main design features and feedback from 
the client in each of the three designs.   
Figure 36: Interior Scan of Camaro 
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9.3.1 Concept Sketch 
When designing the interior components of a vehicle, companies usually hire a computational 
sketch artist to depict their artistic vision for the design. For example, Audi’s concept sketch 
for the interior design of their A4 model is shown in Figure 38.  
Figure 38: Audi A4 Initial Concept Sketch (Automotive 2016) 
The limited budget for this project meant that the initial concept sketches were only produced 
in collaboration with the client. An initial concept sketch (Figure 39) was developed to replicate 
the general shape and styling evident in the Bugatti Gran Turismo Vision (Figure 40). As shown 
in Figure 41, this sketch was then modified by the client and provided the starting point for the 
centre console design in Autodesk Inventor.  
Figure 39: Initial Concept Sketch 
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Figure 40: Buggati Gran Turismo Vision inside Camaro 
Figure 41: Final Concept Sketch 
9.3.2 Initial Centre Console Design 
9.3.2.1 Design Process – Design 1 
Using the interior geometry scan (Figure 36) and the final concept sketch (Figure 41), an initial 
centre console design was developed in Autodesk Inventor. Apart from the design requirements 
in Section 2, the client also specified that: 
1. The centre console must allow 100mm above the centre tunnel for electrical wiring and
piping to pass through And;
2. The distance from the centre of the tunnel to the outside of the console must not exceed
140mm (i.e. allow room for seats to be placed in the vehicle).
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Figure 42: Constraints on Centre Console Design 
To adhere to these specifications, sketches were created on the scanned shell every 200mm 
along the length of the vehicle so that changes in the vehicle’s geometry could be identified 
(Figure 43). These sketches were exported into an Inventor part file where the design could be 
created (Figure 44).  
Figure 43: Sketches of tunnel geometry (left side view) 
Centre tunnel 
140mm 
100mm 
200mm 
100mm above 
centre tunnel 
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Figure 44: Sketches imported as Part File
The ‘Lofts’ feature in Autodesk Inventor was then used to transform these sketches into solid 
surfaces (Figure 45) and fillets created to provide curved edges and give the impression of speed 
as required by the client (Figure 46). The overall shape of the console attempted to replicate the 
concept sketch in Figure 41 whilst maintaining similarities to the Bugatti Gran Turismo Vision 
discussed in Section 7.3.1.  
Figure 45: Lofts used to create solid surfaces
Figure 46: Curved edges (fillets) to give the impression of speed
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The initial design was further modified using the Extrusion feature to include a gear stick, 
gauges and a Perspex panel at the rear of the console (Figure 47). The inclusion of a Perspex 
panel was suggested by the client at an initial project meeting and allows occupants of the 
vehicle to view the pipes that pass beneath the console. At this early stage in the design process, 
the gear stick and gauges were placed arbitrarily as the client was still unsure of their exact 
location.  
Figure 47: Initial Centre Console Design
Prior to consulting the client for feedback, the design was placed inside the 3D scanned shell to 
ensure that it fitted inside the Camaro (Figures 48-49). The design was also positioned alongside 
the dashboard to illustrate to the client how the two designs would be integrated together (Figure 
50).  
       Figure 48: Centre Console inside 3D scanned shell 
       (right side view)  Figure 49: Centre Console inside 3D Scanned 
 Shell (top view) 
Gear stick 
Gauges 
Perspex 
Panel 
Slopes upwards 
towards rear of the 
vehicle
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  Figure 50: Integration of Centre Console with Dashboard
9.3.2.2 Design Features – Design 1 
Table 7 summarises the various features included in the initial centre console design. 
Table 7: Initial Design Features – Design 1
Design Feature Explanation 
Curved edges and 
shaping 
The use of fillets on the edges and overall shaping of the centre console were made to 
give the impression of speed and to replicate the initial concept sketch. 
Space for electrical 
wiring and piping 
The design does not interfere with surrounding components as space has been left for 
electrical wiring and piping to pass beneath. 
Gear stick and buttons While these are placed arbitrarily, this design allows space for the placement of such 
features on its top surface. 
Perspex panel A design feature suggested by the client which allow occupants to view the pipes 
passing beneath the centre console. 
Integration with 
Dashboard 
The console has been designed to integrate seamlessly with the dashboard (i.e. 
designed by another thesis student Alex Leigh). 
9.3.2.3 Feedback from Client – 03/06/16 
While the initial centre console design addressed several of the requirements in Section 2, the 
client suggested further improvements. These included: 
 The console should curve upwards towards the rear of the vehicle as stated in
Section 2 as opposed to just sloping upwards,
Note: Time was not spent 
joining these two designs 
together as it was known 
that the console and 
dashboard designs would 
change in response to 
client feedback 
Centre console 
combined with 
dashboard at dotted line 
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 The overall design must have more ‘flow’ (i.e. the current design has too many
straight edges),
 Further collaboration is required to determine how the dashboard and the centre
console will connect together And;
 The CAD file presented to the client should contain only a skin of the centre
console (i.e. no thickness as this will be determined during manufacturing).
9.3.3  Centre Console Design 2 
After consultation with the client and thesis supervisor Dr. Luigi Vandi, several modifications 
were made to the initial design.   
9.3.3.1 Design Process – Design 2 
In collaboration with the other thesis students, a skin of the centre console, dashboard and door 
panels were made (Figure 51) from the scanned shell previously shown in Figure 42. This 
provided the basis from which the new design could be formed. Using the basic skin outline in 
Figure 51, a new centre console was designed using sketches, lofts, fillets and extrusions in a 
similar manner to that explained in Section 9.3.2.1. 
Figure 51: Basic skin design of interior components 
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Figure 52 shows a side view of Centre Console Design 2. This design has several similarities 
to the initial design including the presence of a gearstick, gauges and a Perspex panel. However, 
the design has changed in response to client feedback to curve upwards towards the back of the 
vehicle and now only contains a ‘skin’ rather than a solid surface.  
Figure 52: Centre Console Design 2 
9.3.3.2 Design Features – Design 2 
Table 8 summarises the various features included in the second centre console design. 
Table 8: Initial Design Features – Design 2 
Design Feature Explanation 
Curved edges and 
shaping 
The use of fillets on the edges and overall shaping of the centre console were made to 
give the impression of speed and to replicate the Bugatti Gran Turismo Vision. 
Space for electrical 
wiring and piping 
The design does not interfere with surrounding components as space has been left for 
electrical wiring and piping to pass beneath. 
Curves upwards 
towards rear 
The console curves upwards towards the rear of the vehicle which coincides with the 
design specification in Section 2 and the client’s feedback on 03/06/16. 
Gear stick and buttons While these are placed arbitrarily, the design leaves enough space for such features to 
be positioned on the top surface of the centre console. 
Perspex panel A design feature suggested by the client which allow occupants to view the pipes 
passing beneath the centre console. 
Skin The centre console is presented as a skin (i.e. no thickness) in response to the feedback 
provided by the client on 03/06/16. 
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9.3.3.3 Feedback from Client – 08/08/16 
While the second centre console design improved on the initial design in several areas, the client 
suggested further improvements which included: 
 The overall design still does not have enough ‘flow’ and thus is not giving the
impression of speed as required,
 The Perspex panel at the rear of the console is no longer a required design feature
and therefore, should be removed from the design,
 The gauges should be placed behind the gearstick which will allow the driver
easier access to both the gauges and gearstick,
 The console should maintain symmetry down the length of the vehicle And;
 The overall design needs to be simplified.
9.3.4  Centre Console Final Design 
After consultation with the client, thesis supervisor Dr. Luigi Vandi and the other two thesis 
students, modifications were made to the design to form the final centre console.  
9.3.4.1 Design Process – Design 3 
The final design was constructed from the skin consisting of the centre console, door panels and 
dashboard shown in Figure 53. This ensured that the centre console design would integrate 
seamlessly with the dashboard. A centre strip was first constructed using the Extrusion feature 
to enhance symmetry along the length of the vehicle. This feature was also included to improve 
the interior flow and to give the impression of speed as required by the client. The gear stick in 
Figure 53 was also constructed using the Extrusion feature in Inventor and was positioned to 
allow the driver easy access during operation.  
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Figure 53: Basic Shape of Final Centre Console Design 
The centre tunnel shown in Figure 53 was formed by creating sketches every 200mm along the 
length of the vehicle and joining them using the Loft feature in Inventor. Twenty different lofts 
were used in the design to ensure that changes in geometry along vehicle were identified 
(Figures 54-55). As explained in Section 8.2.2.1, the sketches and lofts were created to allow 
space for electrical wiring and piping and also to avoid interference with the driver or passenger 
seat.  
Control buttons were then added behind the gearstick using the Extrusion feature as shown in 
Figures 56-57. These buttons were added arbitrarily to the design as the client did not provide 
Figure 55: Lofts for centre tunnel (rear view) Figure 54: Lofts for centre tunnel (front view) 
Centre Strip 
Gear stick 
Centre tunnel 
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information regarding the size and shape of the buttons sourced from an external company. 
Furthermore, it was decided in consultation with the client that all gauges would be positioned 
on the dashboard and thus, were not required as part of the centre console design.    
The centre console was isolated from the door panels and dashboard in Inventor by creating 
Sketch1 and Sketch2 and using the Extrusion feature (Figure 58).  
Figure 58: Centre Console isolated from other components
Two 3D drawings of the final centre console design are shown in Figures 59-60. This design 
was formed through continual collaboration with both the client and Alex Leigh who designed 
the dashboard component. A rear, right side and top view of the final design can be seen in 
Appendix E.  
Figure 57: Control Buttons Figure 56: Control Buttons (top view) 
Sketch1 Sketch2 
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Figure 59: Final Centre Console Design from rear 
Figure 60: Final Centre Console Design from front 
9.3.4.2 Design Features – Design 3 
Table 9 summarises the various features included in the final centre console design. 
Gear stick and 
control buttons 
Integration with 
dashboard 
Curves up towards 
rear of vehicle Room for wiring 
and piping 
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Table 9: Initial Design Features – Final Design 
Design Feature Explanation 
Curved edges and 
shaping 
The overall shape and centre strip give the impression of speed and also streamlined 
the centre console (i.e. replicated the Bugatti Gran Turismo Vision). 
Space for electrical 
wiring and piping 
The design does not interfere with surrounding components as space has been left for 
electrical wiring and piping to pass beneath. 
Curves upwards 
towards rear 
The console curves upwards towards the rear of the vehicle which coincides with the 
design specification in Section 2. 
Gear stick and buttons 
The gear stick and gauges are placed in a location which is easily accessible to the 
driver. Gauges are also excluded from the console design as they will be included on 
the dashboard. 
Skin 
The centre console is presented as a skin in response to the feedback provided by the 
client on 03/06/16. Therefore, the CAD file can easily be used for installation and 
manufacture as requested in Section 2.  
Simple design The design has been simplified as per the client’s feedback on 08/08/16. This has been 
achieved by forming a design without a Perspex panel or any other innovative features. 
Symmetry The console is symmetrical along the length of the vehicle in response to the client’s 
feedback on 08/08/16. 
Integration The design has been made so that it can integrate seamlessly with the dashboard (See 
Section 11.1). 
9.3.4.3 Feedback from Client – 01/09/16 
The client was impressed with the final centre console design and indicated that no changes 
were required prior to conducting a stress and FEA.  
10 Stress Analysis and FEA Model 
This section examines the stress and FEA conducted in Autodesk Inventor. Using the results 
from this analysis, any required changes to the centre console design could be made to ensure 
that it would not fail under the worst-case loading conditions.  
10.1 Material Properties 
As explained in Section 7.5.2, it is generally accepted that fibre-reinforced composites are used 
when manufacturing interior components in the automotive industry (Prasad 2015). While out 
of scope for this project, it is assumed that the client will manufacture the centre console from 
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glass-fibre reinforced composite. Table 10 summarises the thermal, mechanical and strength 
properties that were assigned to the centre console during the stress and FEA (Autodesk 
Community 2016). For this analysis it was assumed that a randomly oriented glass-fibre 
composite material was used with homogeneous and isotropic properties. While this assumption 
may lead to some slight inaccuracies, it allows Von Mises stress to be used.  
Table 10: Properties of Glass-Fibre Reinforced Composite 
Property Value Units 
Thermal 
Thermal Conductivity 6.687 x 10-2 btu/(in.sec.°F) 
Specific Heat 0.3 btu/(lb.°F) 
Thermal Expansion Coefficient 1.3 x 10-5 inv.°F 
Mechanical 
Behaviour Isotropic N/A 
Young’s Modulus 5515.81 MPa 
Poisson’s Ratio 0.4 N/A 
Shear Modulus 1889.85 MPa 
Density 1799.19 kg/m3 
Strength Yield Strength 68.95 MPa 
Tensile Strength 68.95 MPa 
10.2 Constraints 
Through consultation with the client, it was decided that the centre console would be 
constrained to the vehicle by fixed supports on the flooring of the Camaro (Figure 61). This was 
represented in Autodesk Inventor by placing fixed constraints every 200mm along the length 
of the console where it was assumed the client will join the console to the Camaro itself (Figure 
62).     
Fixed Constraint in 
Inventor 
Figure 61: Fixed Constraints in Autodesk 
Inventor
Figure 62: Assumed connection points 
between console and vehicle
    (Autodesk Community 2016) 
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10.3 Worst-case Loading Conditions 
To decide whether the centre console design would fail during operation, six worst-case loading 
conditions were determined. Table 11 explains each of these loading conditions with detailed 
calculations and explanations of these loadings provided in Appendix F. Three assumptions 
were made when determining these loads: 
 External loads can be caused by the occupant’s weight and/or the bursting of an
automotive pipe passing beneath the console,
 The console will be designed for a 120kg occupant (i.e. client’s weight of 80kg with a
safety factor of 1.5) And;
 The maximum pressure that passes through automotive pipes is 300MPa (SKF 2016).
Table 11: Worst-case Loading Conditions
# Explanation Loading Value 
1 
A 120kg occupant distributes their weight 
equally over the top surface of the console 
Equal pressure loading acting downwards 
on top surface of the centre console 3363.43 Pa 
2 A 120kg occupant places their entire weight 
at a point just behind the gear stick 
Point load acts downwards at location of 
occupant weight  
1171 N 
3 A 300MPa pipe that passes beneath the 
console bursts at the same location as the gear 
stick 
Point load acts upwards at the gear stick 2,400,000 N 
4 
A 300MPa pipe bursts uniformly along the 
length of the console. Simultaneously a 
120kg occupant places their entire weight on 
the gear stick  
Distributed pressure acting upwards on the 
under surface of console (pipe bursting) and 
a point load acting downwards at the gear 
stick (occupant weight) 
703,392.86 Pa 
and 
1171 N 
5 
A 300MPa pipe bursts at the gear stick and 
simultaneously a 120kg occupant places their 
entire weight on the gear stick  
Point loads acting upwards (pipe bursting 
force) and downwards (occupant weight) at 
the gear stick 
2,400,000 N 
and 
1171 N 
6 
A 300MPa pipe bursts uniformly along the 
length of the console and simultaneously a 
120kg occupant distributes their weight 
evenly across the console 
Upward (pipe bursting) and downward 
(occupant weight) pressure loading  
3363.43 Pa 
and 
703 392.86 Pa 
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10.4 Mesh Settings for Analysis 
Table 12 summarises the mesh settings used in Autodesk Inventor for the stress analysis. Values 
were chosen to reduce the element size and thus, increase the accuracy of the simulation.  
Table 12: Mesh Settings in Inventor
      (Autodesk Inventor 2016) 
10.5 Inventor Simulation Stress Analysis and Results 
After the material properties, constraints and mesh settings were entered into Autodesk 
Inventor, a stress analysis was run for each loading condition. The stress and displacement 
contour plots can be seen in Appendix G. Using these plots, the Maximum Von Mises Stress 
and Displacement were determined and have been summarised in Table 13. As mentioned in 
Section 10.1, Von Mises stress was calculated by assuming that the centre console material was 
homogenous and isotropic. While composite materials are never homogenous, this assumption 
allows a good approximation for stress to be made.   
Table 13: Summary of Stress and FEA Results 
Loading 
Condition 
Maximum Von Mises 
Stress (MPa) 
Maximum 
Displacement (mm) 
1 2.74 0.009 
2 5.53 0.0217 
3 11,444 35.7 
4 527.7 0.863 
5 16,856 21.01 
6 638.2 0.937 
As shown in Table 13, Loading Condition 5 produced the largest maximum Von Mises stress 
of 16,856 MPa. This value is above the yield stress for glass-fibre reinforced composite and 
Mesh Setting Value Explanation 
Average element size 0.1 Average distance between mesh element nodes 
Minimum element size 0.3 Minimum distance between mesh element nodes 
Grading factor 1.5 Maximum ratio for transitioning between coarse and 
fine regions 
Maximum turn angle 60° Maximum angle for arcs 
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thus, the centre console would be expected to yield under the applied loading. However, upon 
closer examination of the contour plot in Figure 63 it can be seen that there is only one region 
at the base of the console which is exposed to this large stress. This pointed region can be 
ignored for the purpose of this analysis as it is an error in the CAD model and will be removed 
during manufacturing to become a flat surface. Once this surface was removed from the plots 
in Appendix G, it was found that the console experienced negligible stress (i.e. dark blue region) 
and therefore, would not fail under the six worst-case loading conditions. 
Figure 63: Maximum Stress Plot - Loading Condition 5
By analysing Table 13, it is clear that the largest maximum Displacement of 35.7mm occurs 
under Loading Condition 3 (Figure 64). This displacement is quite small in comparison to the 
size of the centre console and therefore, is unlikely to cause plastic deformation during 
operation. 
Figure 64: Maximum Displacement Plot - Loading Condition 3: 
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11 Final CAD Design 
The analysis in Section 10 indicated that the centre console design could withstand the worst-
case loading conditions. For this reason, the design presented in Section 9.3.4 will remain the 
final centre console presented to the client.  
11.1 Integration of Centre Console with Dashboard Design 
Figures 65-66 illustrate how the final centre console design will be integrated with the 
dashboard. It can be seen that slight modifications must still be made to both designs to ensure 
that they integrate seamlessly together.  
Figure 65: Centre Console and Dashboard Designs (side view)
Figure 66: Centre Console and Dashboard Designs (rear view) 
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11.2 Technical Drawing Sheet 
The technical drawing on page 43 illustrates the basic dimensions for the final centre console 
design. These dimensions were chosen to ensure that the design fitted inside the client’s Camaro 
and integrated with the dashboard.   
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INSERT TECHNICAL DRAWING OF CENTRE CONSOLE (PAGE 43) 
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12 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The purpose of this project was to examine the applicability of using 3D scanning, CAD 
modelling software and FEA in the automotive industry to redesign interior components. This 
report has examined this innovative process by redesigning the centre console of a client’s 1969 
Chevrolet Camaro. By outlining the scope at the beginning of the project, the methodology 
provided in Section 5 was followed to ensure the design outcomes exceeded the client’s 
expectations.   
The background literature presented an insight into the historical development of the Chevrolet 
Camaro as well as an overview of several custom-built and modern interior car designs. While 
the existing restorations in the industry failed to meet the client’s design standards, they were 
used as a starting point from which the centre console was developed. According to the client, 
the Bugatti Gran Turismo Vision provided an ideal shape and flow and formed the basis for the 
initial design sketch. The Toyota FT-1 and Pagani 730s Huayra also provided design features 
which could be incorporated into the design.   
Prior to completing the design stage, a comprehensive risk analysis was conducted to identify 
the scheduling, finance, design, manufacturing and occupation health and safety (OHS) risks 
associated with the project. Appropriate mitigation strategies were also implemented to reduce 
the severity of these risks. The most significant risk to overcome in the project involved the 
machinery limitations of the computers when modelling on CAD. In the future, access to ‘super-
computers’ from the beginning of the project is recommended to improve the speed and efficiency 
of the design process.  
The 3D interior scan provided an accurate representation of the vehicle’s overall geometry. The 
quality of the scan was found to be largely dependent on the surrounding conditions in the 
workshop as the laser line probe failed to detect surfaces which were too reflective. This 
challenge could be overcome in the future by scanning the vehicle during the night or away 
from direct sunlight. Once the scan was complete, the GeoMagic design program was used to 
convert the file into form that could be opened in Autodesk Inventor. The design was 
continually modified and improved throughout the project until a final design was reached that 
met the client’s design requirements.   
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A stress and FEA was conducted on the final design to ensure that the centre console could 
withstand the maximum loading conditions during operation. As mention in Section 10, it was 
assumed that the material properties for the centre console were homogeneous and isotropic 
when examining the Von Mises stress. While no composites are completely homogenous, the 
use of randomly orientated glass-fibre composites for the centre console provided a good 
approximation for the Von Mises stress. The largest maximum Von Mises stress of 16,856MPa 
was initially found to be greater than the yield stress for glass-fibre reinforced composites and 
therefore, the centre console was expected to fail under the applied loading. Upon closer 
examination of the contour plots however, it was evident that the pointed region of high stress 
could be ignored for the analysis as it would be removed during manufacturing to become a flat 
surface. The maximum displacement of 35.70mm was also found to be insignificant in 
comparison to the size of the centre console. For this reason, it was concluded that the final 
centre console design could withstand the worst-case loading conditions. The final design was 
presented to the client along with the design of the other two interior components for 
progression beyond the scope of this project.  
While considered out of scope for this project, it is recommended that the client (or a future 
thesis student) consider performing the following tasks prior to manufacturing:  
 Heat and vibration testing – to ensure that the design can withstand high speed vibrations
and any heat associated with fluids passing beneath the console,
 Stress and FEA analysis with all three interior components in an assembly file (i.e.
centre console, dashboard and door panels),
 Build a 3D Prototype – to ensure that all interior components integrate seamlessly
together before manufacturing full-size components And;
 A static analysis to examine the effect on the centre console when the vehicle moves in
a forward, backward, left and right directions (i.e. other loading conditions).
Once these tasks have been completed, it is recommended that the mould be machined into 
wood using the final CAD design for each component (Section 7.5.1). It is also recommended 
that a glass-fibre reinforced composite be used due to its high strength and stiffness (Section 
7.5.2). Surface finishing and trimming also need to be performed by the client prior to 
installation to ensure that all components are of an appropriate size and shape for use in the 
Camaro.  
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By analysing the outcomes of this thesis, it is evident that the use of 3D scanning and CAD 
modelling software provides a feasible solution when redesigning the interior components of 
old vehicles. This innovative method overcomes the extensive labour time and lack of precision 
inherent in the current process which typically involves sketching, metalworking, trim fitting 
and the use of card templates. To improve the validity of this process, it is recommended that a 
similar project be repeated to restore the interior components of other vehicles in the automotive 
industry.  
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14 Appendices 
Appendix A: The University of Queensland Project Brief 
The project consists in designing automotive interior panels to fit a Chevrolet Camaro model. 
The first stage of the project will involve acquisition of the vehicles interior geometry using a 
3D scanning digital camera, and converting the geometry to a CAD file. Based on this CAD 
geometry the interior panels of the car will need to be designed according to the owners’ 
requirements. The student will require an excellent knowledge on the use of CAD software and 
some experience in automotive industry will be valued. Careful considerations of the panels 
design, attachment to the chassis, and stress analysis will be required for this work. The project 
will be conducted within the UQ Composites Group, and in collaboration with the Exclusive 
Auto Centre in Brisbane. This will provide the student with a good support in composite design 
and exposure to automotive engineering (Mee, 2016) 
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Appendix B: Project Methodology 
Figure 67: Breakdown of Methodology in the Project
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Appendix C: Risk Assessment 
Figure 68: Severity Matrix for Assessment of Risk (Risk Management Services 2016)
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Appendix D: Scanned Shell Views from all angles 
Figure 69: Scanned Shell (Left View) 
Figure 70: Scanned Shell (Right View)
Figure 71: Scanned Shell (Front View)
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Figure 72: Scanned Shell (Rear View) 
Figure 73: Scanned Shell (Top View) 
Figure 74: Scanned Shell (Bottom View) 
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Appendix E: Final Centre Console Design Diagrams 
Figure 75: Final Design (right side view) 
Figure 76: Final Design (top view) 
Figure 77: Final Design (rear view) 
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Appendix F: Worst-Case Loading Conditions 
1. Loading Condition 1:
A 120kg occupant distributes their weight evenly over the top surface of the console. This is 
represented by an equal pressure loading acting downwards on the top surface (Figure 78). 
Calculation: 
Load = 120 𝑘𝑔 𝑥 9.81 𝑚𝑠2
         = 1177.2 𝑁 
Pressure = 
1177.2 𝑁
2𝑚∗0.175𝑚
= 3363.43 𝑃𝑎 
Figure 78: Loading Condition 1 
2. Loading Condition 2:
A 120kg occupant places their entire weight at a position just behind the gear stick (Figure 79). 
This is represented by a point load acting downwards at this location.  
Note: Console is broken up into 
three equal widths - 2m long and 
0.175m wide 
2m 
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Calculation: 
Load = 120 𝑘𝑔 𝑥 9.81 𝑚𝑠2
   = 1177.2 𝑁 
Figure 79: Loading Condition 2 
3. Loading Condition 3:
A 300MPa pipe that passes beneath the centre console bursts at the same location as the gear 
stick. This can be represented by a point load acting upwards at the gear stick on the under 
surface of the console (Figure 80).   
Calculation: 
𝐵𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑥 𝐷 𝑥 𝐿 
 = 300 𝑥 106 𝑃𝑎 𝑥 0.004 𝑚 𝑥 2𝑚 
  =  2, 400, 000 𝑁 
Note: 300 MPa is the maximum pressure 
that flows through automotive pipes and 
0.004m is the normal diameter for such 
pipes (SKF 2016) 
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Figure 80: Loading Condition 3 
4. Loading Condition 4:
A 300MPa pipe bursts uniformly along the length of the console simultaneously to a 120kg 
occupant placing their entire weight on the gear stick. This can be represented by a combination 
of a distributed pressure load on the under surface of the console and a point load acting 
downwards at the gear stick (Figure 81).  
Calculation: 
𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 =  1177.2 𝑁 (𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2) 
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =  
𝐵𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒
𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒 𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙
=
2 400 000 𝑁
2𝜋 ∗ 0.27 𝑥 2
= 703 392.86 Pa 
Note: To calculate surface area of the 
centre tunnel an average tunnel radius 
of 0.27m and length of 2m was used 
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Figure 81: Loading Condition 4 
5. Loading Condition 5:
A 300MPa pipe that passes beneath the centre console bursts at the same location as the gear 
stick (upwards point load in Figure 82). At the same time, a 120kg occupant places their entire 
weight on the gear stick (downward point load in Figure 82). 
Calculation: 
Downward Point Load = 2, 400, 00 N (from Loading Condition 3) 
Upward Point Load = 1177.2 N (from Loading Condition 2) 
Figure 82: Loading Condition 5
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6. Loading Condition 6:
A 300MPa pipe bursts uniformly along the length of the centre console. Simultaneously, a 
120kg occupant spreads their weight evenly over the top surface of the console. This can be 
represented by an upward and downward pressure loading as shown in Figure 83.   
Calculation: 
Downward Pressure = 3363.43 Pa (from Loading Condition 1) 
Upward Pressure = 703 392.86 Pa (calculated in Loading Condition 4) 
Figure 83: Loading Condition 6
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Appendix G: Summary of Stress and FEA Results 
Loading Condition 1: 
Figure 84: Maximum Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Loading Condition 1 
Figure 85: Maximum Displacement Contour Plot - Loading Condition 1 
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Loading Condition 2: 
Figure 86: Maximum Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Loading Condition 2 
Figure 87: Maximum Displacement Contour Plot - Loading Condition 2 
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Loading Condition 3: 
Figure 88: Maximum Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Loading Condition 3 
Figure 89: Maximum Displacement Contour Plot - Loading Condition 3 
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Loading Condition 4: 
Figure 90: Maximum Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Loading Condition 4 
Figure 91: Maximum Displacement Contour Plot - Loading Condition 4 
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Loading Condition 5: 
Figure 92: Maximum Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Loading Condition 5 
Figure 93: Maximum Displacement Contour Plot - Loading Condition 5 
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Loading Condition 6: 
Figure 94: Maximum Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Loading Condition 6
Figure 95: Maximum Displacement Contour Plot - Loading Condition 6 
